Acute effects of m-xylene inhalation on body sway, reaction times, and sleep in man.
Nine male volunteers were exposed to either a constant or a fluctuating exposure pattern of m-xylene with a time-weighted average exposure concentration of 200 ppm in both cases. The subjects remained sedentary throughout the exposure, or the exercised at 100 W for 10 min at the beginning of the morning and the afternoon sessions. In another experiment, 12 sedentary male volunteers were exposed to a fixed 200 ppm of m-xylene. The effects of m-xylene on body sway, reaction time performance, and overnight sleep were measured. Body balance was stabilized after exposure to the peaks of 400 ppm of m-xylene in both sedentary and exercising subjects. Simple visual reaction times were prolonged after the peak exposures at rest whereas auditive choice reaction times were prolonged after peaks combined with exercise. Exposure to m-xylene at a constant level of 200 ppm did not affect the ratio of "active" to "quiet" sleep in the volunteers as measured with the static charge sensitive bed recording, but decreased slightly the number of body movements in bed. On the next morning no changes were found in body sway and reaction time performance as compared to the morning before exposure.